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Celebrating Database Health Monitor Month

Welcome to July – a month that signifies a shift in focus to the unseen heroes of our digital infrastructure – our
databases. As the founder of Database Health and Stedman Solutions, it is with great pleasure that I announce
this month as Database Health Monitor Month! This annual event allows us to appreciate our precious data,
explore the intricacies of our systems, and focus on enhancing the health of our databases. This July, let’s not
merely keep our databases running; let’s ensure they’re operating at their best!

The advent of this month also marks a significant milestone – the anniversary of the Database Health Monitor,
which I started building back in 2011. To commemorate this special occasion, I’m delighted to extend a 25%
discount on the annual subscription licensing fee for Database Health Monitor.

The need for maintaining optimally functioning databases is paramount in any data-driven organization, a fact that
many of you are well aware of. This requirement was the primary driver behind the creation of the Database
Health Monitor – a user-friendly tool designed to simplify the database monitoring process, enabling DBAs and IT
professionals to swiftly pinpoint and rectify potential issues.

By using the Database Health Monitor, you’re empowered to:

Keep an eye on database performance and health in real-time.
Spot and troubleshoot performance issues before they escalate.
Boost database performance with our straightforward recommendations.
Keep track of and report on essential performance indicators for your databases.
Benefit from a host of additional features and tools.

As a part of our celebration, I’m also thrilled to offer a 25% discount coupon code for the Database Health
Monitor Course, which encompasses licenses for 20 SQL Server connections. Please note, this code is valid only
for this month:

Code: July25

Investing in database health is about more than just facilitating efficient operations. It’s about paving the way for
your organization’s continued growth and success by ensuring data integrity and superior performance. This
month, let’s place our focus on boosting database health, thereby improving our data quality, system
performance, and the valuable insights that drive our decisions.

So, seize this opportunity! Utilize this special offer and commence your journey of database optimization today. 
Code: July25

Happy Database Health Monitor Month to you all! Let’s march forward on this data-driven path to success,
together!

Here is a quick overview on the background of Database Health Monitor:
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If you are not familiar with Database Health Monitor and want to try it you, the download is free at 
http://DatabaseHealth.com.

Don’t forget the 25% off coupon to save some money on the licensing fees:Code: July25 But don’t wait too long –
this offer is only available for a limited time, so make sure you take advantage of it before it’s too late. 

Thank you for considering Database Health Monitor, and we look forward to helping you keep your databases
healthy and performing at their best. 

-Steve Stedman

Database Health Monitor Related Links: 

Classes and Licensing https://stedman.us/dbh-school
Free Download: http://DatabaseHealth.com/download2
Purchase a license: https://stedmansolutions.com/store/database-health-monitor-licensing/
Database Health Monitor @DatabaseHealth on Twitter
More about Database Health Monitor at SteveStedman.com
Database Health Monitor you YouTube
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